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An overview of your experience, your commitment to professional 

development and how you contribute to the industry: 

I have nearly twenty five years’ experience in PR, starting off with seven years in an  

Edinburgh agency, Harrison Cowley, best known for Camelot and the National Lottery, 

followed by thirteen years with my own company Advantage PR Ltd, a company which I 

have built up from scratch. Advantage PR Ltd ( I became a limited company last year, 

another huge personal achievement for me to get the turnover up the right level to justify this 

) now specialises in food and drink, property, travel and the leisure sector – all types of 

consumer PR. I am passionate about PR and adding it to the mix for all marketing. I work 

hard to convince clients whatever their budget to include it and that it gives the greatest 

return.  I like to keep abreast of changes in the industry by networking with my peers and i 

also mentor young people through giving a sponsored media prize to my old High School, 

Dunfermline High - i give talks and take them on trips. 

I stress my professional qualifications to all clients as i consider PR a profession - as well as 

being a member of the CIPR I am RAR agency rated. I have three degrees and spent time 

with clients explaining that a good professional consultant is like adding a member of staff to 

the team but at a fraction of the cost. If my company keeps on growing, I know I am doing 

the best job in this industry as my reputation will spread. Its a unique thing - being best sole 

trader as so few do it. 

 

Outline your work-related achievements over the last three years, including 

your business objectives and/or plan: 

Over the past year Advantage PR Ltd has continued to grow, (2018 sees me at 14 years in 

business). Becoming a Ltd company has meant new demands on my time and learning all 

about this aspect of business together with my already heavy workload. I have no public 

sector work, all private and it's a challenge to operate in a stagnant economic market and 

keep new business going with more clients going onto contracts but i have managed this 

successfully. Last year I won the best sole trader with the CIPR and that was fantastic to 

achieve.   



I also wanted to boost the social media side of the business, by running more facebook 

pages and twitter feeds. This has really taken off for me with around seven facebook pages 

and twitter feeds being managed by Advantage PR Ltd now and other clients receive my 

service of helping them fill in awards forms or doing their media buying for them, so it is 

constantly evolving -a one stop shop effectively for several clients. Food clients now account 

for over 50% of all billings which is great as I wanted to develop this aspect of the business. 

 

Outline the biggest work-related challenge you’ve faced in the past three 
years, including details of what happened, how you overcame it and what you 
learnt from it: 
Making my business more secure in the current, constantly fluctuating economic conditions, 

bringing long term clients onto contracts, increasing fees across the board quite significantly 

– all of which I have achieved, at the same time attracting more clients and retaining my core 

ones.I think economic conditions are even worse that last year. 

Sole traders can face isolation and i have counteracted this by going on training courses and 

offering a one point of contact service so i am mixing more with other sales and marketing 

people. Several large contracts all finished at the one time so i replaced this business with 

other smaller ones on shorter contracts but overall it was more money for around the same 

amount of hours but i had to juggle a bit more but kept the quality high. This work has led to 

other work with restaurants as i have been personally recommended and I am about to do 

my third restaurant launch of the year. 

 

A summary of a campaign you are particularly proud of, including details of 

the brief, objectives, strategy, tactics, outputs, outcomes and budget: 

I am particularly proud of my recent work for my client Campbells Bakery in Crieff, a family 

run 7th generation baker with two shops and keen to add a bake school - Scotland's very 

first - to the mix. On a modest budget Advantage PR Ltd achieved fabulous consumer and 

lifestyle coverage for them in all of their target publications including The Herald- front page 

and large feature in the magazine, The Scotsman, Scottish Field, P&J, Sunday Post, Daily 

Express, Country Lifestyle Scotland magazine  etc - plus a number of leading lifestyle 

websites - and several recipe features on Scotsman Food and Drink . Blog coverage was 

also achieved from several leading baking bloggers who visited the school.  The coverage 

was far over what the client had hoped for and they were delighted. Presenting Iain as a real 

authority on traditional baking was central to the campaigns success and Advantage PR 

went on to broker him a deal as a demo chef at the Royal Highland Show.  Other elements 

to the campaign were future plans for a brown sign visitor attraction bake school to develop. 

Campbells have been left open for more future coverage as the story develops. Class 

bookings are full well in advance thanks to the publicity with customers keen to enjoy their 

very own Bake Off experience. Iain and Ailsa have said that they have had a massive return 

on their PR investment with me which was a lot of money for them to find at the time, already 

running a business with tight margins.  I always aim to deliver results clients can measure, 

and i was particularly pleased to exceed expectations. Learning to bake is so in vogue that it 

just needed the right connections to the media, with details such as a story on Iain's heritage 

cross marker for Hot Cross Buns (in the family for generations) going down well with the 

media. The seasonal campaign covered everything from Christmas, Burns Night, Valentines 

Day, to Easter and the Summer Doughnut Contest. 


